TRAVERSE Payment Systems (TPS)
Integrated Credit Card Processing

TRAVERSE Payment Systems (TPS) is future-proof
payment processing made smarter, faster, and easier
with a fully integrated, PCI-compliant, and certified
method for the utilization of credit cards.
As customers move away from cash and check
transactions, credit card payments are a staple for
almost every business. Does your company offer
credit card payment options for your customers? If
the answer is no, now is the time to take advantage
of Open System’s solution to boost customer service
and get paid faster with built-in credit card processing
options. We provide the tools to streamline your
payments and maximize the features of your
TRAVERSE software. Together with our Certified
Partners providing “industry best” solutions, we work
to seamlessly integrate with payment processing
software – improving your services while protecting
your clients.

Why invest in an integrated solution?
Decreases manual and duplicate entry
Reduces errors
Increases employee productivity and accuracy
Eliminates arduous and unnecessary paperwork
Streamlines business processes
Improves customer relationships
Increases cash flow
Lowers labor costs
Saves time
Provides a stable credit card processing solution

TPS enables you to start accepting secure credit card payments today
for these types of transactions:
AR cash receipts

EMV chip and Magnetic

Sales Orders

Signature Capture

Work Orders

Receipt Printing

Project Costing Deposits and Billings

Process, void, or pre-authorize credit card payments

CONVENIENCE
Stay one step ahead of the competition by offering the convenience of using credit/debit
cards as payment for your company’s goods and services. Whether completing transactions
at a computer terminal, in-store, Point of Sale (POS), eCommerce, app or mobile device,
you’ll get a fast and reliable partner to keep vendors and customers happy. Integration of
TRAVERSE with one of our reliable turnkey credit card processing solutions allows your
company to complete transactions wherever or whenever your business requires – quickly
and more simply.

ACCURACY AND PROFITABILITY
Integrated technology allows you to get transactions right the first time by partnering your
TRAVERSE software with a payment processing solution. You’ll avoid chargebacks by
reducing duplicate transaction input errors and the risk of incorrectly entered amounts.
Quicker transactions shorten lines and allow you to serve more customers – capturing more
revenue. Integration with TRAVERSE allows you to perform simple reconciliation, reduce your
duplicate accounting efforts, and save employees time.

SECURITY
Data breaches and compromised consumer information make headlines with increasing
frequency. You want to ensure that your company maintains protections against lost business,
legal action, and the costs associated with security lapses. Our secure solution protects your
business by remaining compliant with Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
which requires that any company intending to accept credit card payments, store, process, or
transmit cardholder data needs to host their data securely with a PCI compliant hosting provider.
Our Certified Partners provide this protection against fraud and retain all information, eliminating
the need to store any sensitive account information for external payments in TRAVERSE.

Our integrated security measures include the following:
• Customer data protection at the point of purchase, through the transmission of data, and
when information is stored
• Utilization of point-to-point Encryption and Tokenization when sending sensitive client data
such as card numbers
• Provision of Europay, Mastercard, and Visa (EMV) protection. EMV chip technology
produces a unique code each time it is used vs. a magnetic strip holding a static
amount of data making it easier for criminals to skim your card and use the data to create
their own
• Secure support in both card present and card-absent environments
• Multipronged fraud-reducing approach
We realize the importance of the safety and security of sensitive information for both your
company and your customers and TPS ensures identity and transaction safety protection for
your business.

Benefits of integrating credit card processing with TRAVERSE
Save time/staff expense by reducing the need for
duplicate entry

Increased information/data security

Current and reliable reports of cash-flow

Quicker payment processing

Increased company financial visibility

Greater customer satisfaction

Elimination of human error due to manual entry

Reduced invoicing costs

Best practice utilization

Easy and continual access

Workflow improvement

TPS provides certified partnerships with the following so you
can choose which works best for your company:
OpenEdge through Global Payments
Vantiv through Worldpay
Give your company a competitive advantage by implementing a reliable, secure,
and fully-integrated solution from Open Systems that unites your credit card
processing with TRAVERSE software. You’ll be investing in a smart solution that
provides a partnership to implement a safe and complete credit card processing
solution for any type of business.
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